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Quality control for CO2 storage sites and EOR
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Third party role & DNV-RP-J203 
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DNV GL – an independent, global prescence

12 years
CCUS experience

17,000
employees worldwide
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DNV GL - Geographical distribution of CCUS experience
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CCS
CO2-EOR
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Norway
- Mongstad
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Roadmap
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- Safety 
- Training(CCS)USA
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- Carbonnet
- Gorgon
- Southwest 

Hub (CCS)

Denmark
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mapping 
(CO2-EOR)

Netherland
- Feasibility study 

CO2 Hub (CCS)
UK
- Risk analysis
- MVP Guidelines for 

capture & storage
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DNV GL – scope of CCUS services
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Motivation for developing standards

! Promotes consensus on recommended 
industry practice

! Promotes harmonization of regulations

! Provides a transparent basis for 
independent verification

! Offers assurance and transparency to 
stakeholders
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DNV GL position statement for CO2 storage:

! the ability to perform internationally acceptable verification of CO2 storage will 
become increasingly significant in the context of global carbon trading; 

! verification of geological storage is a feasible objective, but needs to be robust 
and flexible enough to account for large natural variations in the subsurface;

! safety, environmental protection, monitoring, verification and accounting are 
some of the key issues that need rigorous treatment;

! it is important to reach consensus on these topics, but no major technological 
breakthroughs are required;

! the body of technical and regulatory experience held within the upstream oil and 
gas industry should be drawn upon in this process.
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Requirements from industry

! Future carbon trading and/or emissions accounting

! Due diligence (European Investment Bank)

! Decision support at project stage gates (ZeroGen)

! Regulator engagement (Quest, CarbonNet, Gorgon)

! Public engagement (Quest)

! Transparency (all of the above)

! Test of consortium alignment 
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Role third-party QC of CO2 storage
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Acts

Regulations

Standards, Codes, Recommended
Practices and Guidelines

! Government

! Regulator

! Operator, suppliers, 
technology providers, third-
party verification
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US example of technical standards (prescriptive)
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Acts

Regulations

Standards, Codes, Recommended
Practices and Guidelines

! Clean Water Act

! Federal Underground 
Injection Control 
Regulations

! Part 146: Underground 
Injection Control Program: 
Criteria and Standards, 
includes technical 
standards for various 
classes of injection wells.
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Prescriptive vs performance based requirements

! Prescriptive requirements:

– address how a technology shall be designed, constructed and operated in order 
to obtain an acceptable level of safety;

– often refer to recognised codes and standards;

– suitable for mature technologies and well established solutions.

! Performance based requirements:

– address stakeholders’ interests which the designer, constructor and operator of 
technology shall safeguard, e.g. by specifying performance targets;

– suitable for technologies for which application and solutions vary from case to 
case;

– allow for adopting different technical solutions to solve case specific challenges.

– ISO, CSA and DNV GL recommendations are performance based.
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11

ISO, CSA and DNV GL 
recommendations 
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Standardization initiatives

! CSA Z741-12 – Geological Storage of Carbon Dioxide
– North American (U.S. and Canada) standard with onshore focus.

! DNV Certification Framework
– DNV-RP-J203: Geological Storage of Carbon Dioxide

– DNV-DSS-402: Qualification Management for Geological Storage of Carbon 
Dioxide.

! ISO TC 265: Carbon Dioxide Capture, Transportation and Geological 
Storage
– 18 Participating countries (P-Member)

– 9 Observing countries

– 6 A-Liaison organizations (CSLF, EIGA, GCCSI, IEA, IEAGHG, WRI)
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Status of ISO TC 265

! Fourth meeting of Technical Committee (TC) in 
Berlin 31 March – 1 April 2014.

! Leadership for working groups confirmed:
– Capture: Japan

– Transport: Germany

– Storage: Canada + Japan

– Quantification and Verification: China + France

– Cross Cutting Issues: France + China

– CO2-EOR: USA + Norway
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Proposed scope of storage component of ISO TC 265

! Establish requirements and recommendations for onshore or offshore 
geological storage of carbon dioxide […] to promote environmentally safe 
and long-term containment of carbon dioxide in a way that minimizes 
risks to the environment and human health.
– Provide guidance for all project phases: Design (site screening and appraisal), 

construction, operation, monitoring and closure.

– Develop recommendations for

– Management documents

– Risk management and communication

– Community engagement

! Be primarily applicable to saline aquifers and depleted hydrocarbon 
reservoirs, but not preclude its application to storage associated with 
enhanced oil recovery.
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Storage working group – WG3

! Canada is the convenor and Japan is the co-convenor.

! CSA Z741-12 registered as a working draft.
– Main clauses:

– Management systems

– Site screening, selection and characterization

– Risk management

– Well infrastructure development

– Monitoring and verification

– Closure

– Gap related to offshore application and environmental assessment.

– Degree of prescriptiveness raised as a concern, especially with regard to the 
well infrastructure development clause.
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Canadian Standard for CO2 storage, CSA Z741-12

! Canadian Standards Authority (CSA) Z741-12

! A voluntary standard published in 2012

! Made together with the USA with the regulatory environment of these two 
countries in mind

! The members of the technical committee included representatives from academia, 
oil and gas operators, service providers, and regulators

! Good descriptions of:

– Management Systems

– Site Screening, Selection and Characterization

– Risk Management 

– Well requirements (detailed, prescriptive)

– MMV and Closure

! No description of Permitting process

! Not broken down into life cycle stages – covers the entire lifespan of a project
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Recommended Practice DNV-RP-J203 
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Application of DNV-RP-J203 in a certification framework

Taken together, these two documents constitute 
a Certification Framework for CO2 storage
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Comparison of DNV GL and CSA documents
! Both documents:

– are performance based and allow for site specific characteristics and circumstances

– form a good basis for discussions between operators and regulators

! Some overlap in scope, for example:

– site characterization & site closure

– risk management (both consistent with ISO31000) and risk based MMV

! Some key differences:

– Z741 sections on “Management Systems” and “Well Infrastructure Development” are 
outside scope of J203

– J203 has more focus on the permitting process and associated documentation 
requirements

– J203 adopts a non-prescriptive Technology Qualification approach to setting requirements 
to new and legacy wells

– J203 forms part of a verification and certification framework that is structured around a 
stage gated process. Z741 covers the entire lifespan of a project and it is unlikely that an 
operator or regulator would request verification based on the complete standard. 
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DNV-RP-J203 stage-gated process 
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Managing investment risk with DNV-RP-J203

! Risk is defined as the effect of uncertainty on project objectives expressed as a 
combination of consequence and likelihood.

! So, what are the uncertainties during each phase of a CO2 storage project?

Do we have a good portfolio of sites to choose from? 
Have we ranked them correctly? 
What are the selection criteria?

Have we characterized the site correctly? 
How confident are we in our modelling?
How much is it going to cost?

Is the site performing as expected?
Are we going to meet our targets for 

closure?
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! Iteratively – by adopting a stage-gated Capital Value Process to reduce the biggest 
uncertainties first and only invest more money as confidence increases:

! “The amount of technical evaluation required for a CO2 storage project is 
comparable, if not greater than that required for oil-field developments”, Shell, 2010

How can an operator reduce uncertainty?
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How can an operator reduce uncertainty at DG2?

! DG2 – Select Prospective Sites

! Selecting prospective sites builds on geological evaluation and land use 
considerations during the initial site screening process. 

! The following should be assessed before a site qualifies for appraisal investment:

– sub-surface: capacity, injectivity, storage security;

– surface: access rights and ability to monitor the site in the future.
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How can an operator reduce uncertainty at DG3?

! DG3 – Select Storage Site

! Appraisal may involve seismic and drilling campaigns and should result in sufficent
knowledge to:

– formulate a well engineering concept for injection, monitoring and legacy wells;

– provide evidence that sufficient monitoring data can be acquired (including 
baseline);

– demonstrate that predictive models have enough resolution to be used during 
future operations - can be cross-checked with monitoring data for reservoir 
performance and containment.
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How can an operator & regulator reduce uncertainty at DG4?

! DG4 – Storage Permit application

! An operator is not going to make a final investment decision (FID) until:

– appraisal activities have reduced the surface and sub-surface uncertainties to an 
acceptable level for the Board;

– a storage permit (SP – yellow star) is granted.

! A regulator is not going to issue a Storage Permit until:

– they are satisfied the risk of leakage is acceptably low – also in the long term.
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How can an operator & regulator reduce uncertainty at DG7?

! DG7 – Qualify for Site Closure

! MMV activities during injection operations must have established for both the 
operator and the regulator that a site is well enough understood to predict its future 
performance and that:

– no further risk treatment will be required;

– assurance of long-term containment can be maintained by observation of a 
limited number of key monitoring targets.
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CO2 EOR and prospects
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CO2-EOR in China

Project Opportunities Project Threats
• Incremental production
• Emissions reduction
• Ultimate recovery
• Strategic management of 

cabon for Sinopec Group
• Emissions credits realised

• Cost (CAPEX)
• New technology
• Well integrity
• Ultimate recovery
• Stakeholders
• Emissions credits not  realised
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Making CO2-EOR work 

! Commercial aspects:

– cost of CO2 & reliability of 
supply

– volume of incremental oil

– techno-economic analysis

! Technical aspects:

– Phased roll out

– Weyburn example

– CO2 retention & losses

– well integrity

30

! GHG emissions aspect:
- CO2-EOR vs. storage
- include emissions from produced oil or not?
- verification & accounting of emissions 

reductions 

$$$

CO2

2ºC
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Investment decisions for CCS projects – a challenge

31
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Investment decisions for CCS projects – a challenge

! What is the NPV for alternative concepts and technologies?
! How uncertain are the results of the economic assessments?
! What is the net avoided CO2 emission for alternative solutions?
! What is the threshold CO2 quota price for an economic viable 

project?
! etc
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How to address these questions 
for making right decisions under uncertainty?

33

5

Reservoir

Wells

Facilities

Export

DNV has adopted the established oil field 
Value Chain Assessment (VCA) approach 
and methodology……..
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How to address these questions 
for making right decisions under uncertainty?
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5

Reservoir

Wells

Facilities

Export

Storage

Capture

Transport

Power 
plant

DNV has adopted the established oil field 
Value Chain Assessment (VCA) approach 
and methodology……..

…. and developed a VCA tool for 
decision support services to the 
CCS industry
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Capture plant

CO2 transport

CO2 storage

CAPEX, OPEX & tariffsGas / coal cost El sale

Capacities
Regularities
Shut down

CO2 injected

CO2 released

CO2 quotas

Cash flow & NPV

Volume

Economics

TimeConstruction 
schedule

Power plant

Value chain assessment for CCS projects

35

Storage

Capture

Transport

Power 
plant Integrate the CCS 

value chain in one dynamic 
life cycle calculation model:
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Capture plant

CO2 transport

CO2 storage

CAPEX, OPEX & tariffsGas / coal cost El sale

Capacities
Regularities
Shut down

CO2 injected

CO2 released
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Cash flow & NPV
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Value chain assessment for CCS projects
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Include dependencies

Add risks and uncertainties

Storage

Capture

Transport

Power 
plant Integrate the CCS 

value chain in one dynamic 
life cycle calculation model:
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 Regression Sensitivity for NPV/M59

Std b Coefficients
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 P5 Gas Recovery Factor/O112  ,069
 P4 STOOIP Discovery/F15  ,072
 P3 Oil Recovery Factor/O78  ,089
 P1 Viking GIIP Potential/O43  ,09
 P6 STOOIP Discovery/F17  ,104
 P2 GIIP Potential/O45  ,109

 Management distribution/Q18-,109
 P3 GIIP Potential/O46  ,111
 P3 STOOIP Potential/O14  ,115
 P5 GIIP Potential/O48  ,129
 P2 Oil Recovery Factor/O77  ,201
 P3 STOOIP Discovery/F14  ,212

 Date of first oil/Q29-,233
 Vega GIIP/Y11  ,233
 P2 STOOIP Potential/O13  ,26

 Floater topside distributi.../Q12-,401

-1 -0,75 -0,5 -0,25 0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1

How robust is the project economics?

! The NPV output from the VCA model reflects the uncertainties in the input 
parameters

! This example has a long downside – low NPV – tail, less high upside

! Regression sensitivity analysis shows the relative impact different input 
parameters have on the NPV uncertainty range
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What is the NPV for alternative concept,
and how uncertain?

! Coal power plant example, comparing post-combustion and Oxyfuel CCS 
technologies:

! Expected NVP for Oxyfuel is higher that for the Post-combustion option

! However, the combined economic uncertainty is lower for Post-combustion 

! The graph shows a certain likelihood of Post-combustion being most profitable
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What is the threshold CO2 quota price 
for an economic viable project

! Comparing Post-combustion and Oxyfuel with coal power plant without CCS:

! Power generation without CCS is expected to be most profitable for quota prices 
lower than

! For quota prices higher than       Oxyfuel is expected to be most profitable

39
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Weyburn CO2 Storage Capacity

Coutesy of the Petroleum Technology Research Centre (PTRC)
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Challenges for large scale CO2-EOR deployment in China

! DNV GL believes there are 5 significant risks for implementing CO2-EOR 
technology:

1. Reliability of CO2supply (CO2 capture)

2. CO2  pipeline design (critical differences to natural gas)

3. Well integrity of existing wells (corrosion issues)

4. Verification of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction

5. Financial risk due to value chain complexity (techno-economic analysis)
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True or False?

! DNV GL believes there are 5 significant risks for implementing CO2-EOR 
technology:

1. Reliability of CO2supply (CO2 capture)

2. CO2  pipeline design (critical differences to natural gas)

3. Well integrity of existing wells (corrosion issues)

4. Verification of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction

5. Financial risk due to value chain complexity (techno-economic analysis)

What would your top 5 uncertainties look like?
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Case studies
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Independent Project Review for ZeroGen CCS

Australian Coal Association / ZeroGen CCS

The project sponsors - Australian Coal Association 
Low Emissions Technology Fund (ACALET) and 
Queensland Government - requested an 
Independent Project Review (IPR).

DNV was engaged to facilitate a technical review 
of the CO2 transport and storage elements of the 
project using the CO2QUALSTORE guideline as a 
template for CCS project development.

The IPR was used to help re-evaluate the project 
budget and schedule and examine alternative 
strategies for keeping the project alive. ZeroGen
and ACALET expressed a high level of satisfaction 
with the IPR despite eventual shut down. 
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Certification for the QUEST project, Canada

Shell Canada Ltd.

Provide assurance to Alberta regulator that the 
Site Development Plan was fit for purpose and 
support FID in the JV. 

Two phase verification consisting of facilitated 
expert peer reviews to asses maturity of five key 
metrics for the site and the Storage 
Development Plan.

DNV Statement of Fitness for Purpose helped 
client communicate that due diligence was 
applied to ensure that the site and the Site 
Development Plan was fit for purpose.
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Certification for the CarbonNet project, Australia

CarbonNet (Department of  Primary Industries, 
Victoria)

Support application for Greenhouse Gas Injection 
License by technical due diligence and 
certification of the storage site qualification 
process.

Ongoing certification of Screening and Appraisal 
activities. Introduced “Verification of Appraisal 
Plan” step to support investment decision for 
drilling of appraisal wells.

Independent verification the process used by the 
CarbonNet project team in the selection of 
storage sites. Strengthen case for further 
investment, ensure transparency in process.
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Technical Due Diligence of the Gorgon CO2 storage project

Department of  Mines and Petroleum, Western 
Australia

Support the regulator with a technical due 
diligence of the Gorgon Joint Venture storage 
project for CO2 below Barrow Island prior to 
drilling and construction of wells and injection of 
CO2.

DNV assembled an cross-disciplinary  team of 
experts that combined in-house and external 
geoscientists and reservoir engineers. Document 
review, workshops, interviews and training 
programme.

Independent verification the process used by the 
Gorgon Joint Venture team in the selection of 
storage sites. Capacity building
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Value Chain Analysis (VCA) for CO2-EOR  Project

Client Maersk Oil

Project name Value Chain Analysis of CCS projects with partners (2011)

Client needed assistance with aligning the work from several 
independent partners on designing a value chain to utilise CCS 
for Enhanced Oil Recover

DNV provided an arena for discussions on possible concepts, 
and built a simulation model to assess each of the concepts 
proposed by the partners, to reach a consensus on a design with 
the best  value for the all parties involved. 

By aligning and managing the interface between the partners, 
DNV was able to help Maersk  make an over assessment and 
optimization of the integrated value chain from power plant to 
reservoir
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Monitoring and Accounting for GHG emission reductions related to 
CO2-EOR in Brazil

BG Group

Monitoring and Accounting framework for CO2-EOR (2012-2013)

Client needed help to develop a monitoring framework suited for 
demonstrated CO2 emissions reduction associated with pre-salt 
operations.

DNV designed a step wise approach to screen and evaluate 
technologies and activities applied within the CO2-EOR and CCS 
industry .

Client was able to assess the different technologies for their 
potential application for validation of CO2 emission abatement 
from fields in the pre-salt offshore Brazil.
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